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Cognitive Walkthrough
In this walkthrough, I will assess a preestablished persona’s ability to complete the tasks 
within a provided scenario as the user would experience the website of the Indiana State 
Museum.

 
Persona

Jane Doe is married, and a mother of two children, ages 17 and 3. 

Scenario
Jane is collecting information regarding the Indiana State Museum to purchase tickets 
for her family to visit twice during a weekend trip to Indianapolis this coming November. 
She is looking to find current and upcoming events that will be interesting for the diverse 
ages in the family.  It is also important that she is aware of the museum’s accommodations 
for special needs (food allergy, and wheelchair access) for the children. Additionally, the 
location of the Indiana State Museum in relation to the hotel accommodations will be 
useful knowledge to have when she later books the hotel reservation.

 

http://www.indianamuseum.org/visit


Tasks
A.  Purchase tickets for family (2 adults, 2 children ages 17, 3) to visit twice during a 
weekend trip to Indianapolis this coming November.

 

Upon entering the web page, the “visit” button was quick and easy to find. Navigating to find the tickets
operates with familiarity to similar drop down menus.

 

Looking around for the ticket information is straightforward until you want to look at memberships. 
Surrounding limitations will be addressed further on in the walkthrough (see Limitations A-01).  Comparing 
the membership value, navigation to find the cost and benefits of obtaining a membership followed from the 
primary navigation header bar.

 
 

 

 
The navigation to the membership pricing is difficult illustrate because the pages have secondary menus, 
occasionally more than one (see Limitations A-02).  Clearly, the membership option would be a better value 
to the Doe family for this scenario, as they are planning to returning to the museum more than one day. The 
perks of having a two parking vouchers would be a nice feature to bi-pass paying for additional parking as they 
tour the city. 
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HOMEPAGE

HOME è VISIT è TICKETS è 3 ADULTS ($13/EA.) + 1 CHILD ($8.50) =
$95 FOR 2 NIGHTS

HOME è CONTRIBUTE è BECOME A 
MEMBER è

MEMBERSHIP 
PAGE è MEMBER

BENEFITS è MEMBERSHIP
LEVELS

2 ADULTS + ALL CHILDREN + PERKS = 
$75 ANNUALLY
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B. Find current and upcoming events for the month of November.

Upon re-entering the home page, the “explore” button was misleading. Scrolling over the navigational 
header options to find the calendar of events, the schedule could be found by exploring the features 
below the header or by hovering over “visit”. 
 
 
 
 
The primary navigation bar offers several options: exhibits, events, and a quick view version of the features 
presented on the home page (see Limitations B-01).  The events page displayed current events and those that 
were quickly approaching, but the information presented past a month out was very limited. The calendar (see 
Limitation B-02) has only a handful of week days with reoccurring events, but no November weekends show 
what upcoming exhibits will be opening.

HOMEPAGE

HOME è VISIT è EVENTS è EVENTS PAGE

B-02
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As this information did not provide the details being 
searched, a second direction toward the exhibts 
provided a list of exhibits running, their end dates,
and scheduled exhibit openings (see Limitations B-03).

 

 

 

 

 

C. Special Needs Accommodations.

  1. Food Allergy

After seeing the “dining” option under the same “visit” navigation button used in the last two tasks, 
I selected it to reach a dining landing page. This page offers a direct link to the cater’s website where a 
phone number is easily found. A second option is to review a .PDF file of current options on the menu. 
Though they do list Gluten Free options, it does not list any other details regarding allergy options.

This pages is also reached directly by selecting the “dining” button on the lower navigation header. 
However, while exploring other pages, more options for groups were listed in the following path: 
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B-03.1B-03.3

C-01.1

HOME è GROUP
VISITS è

DINING
OPTIONS è

C-01.2
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  2. Wheelchair Access

Using the “accessibility” navigation 
button in the header, a secondary menu
easily lists “mobility” as seen in the image
below. The page drops down to the 
selection and easily explains that all the 
facilities are wheelchair accessible. 

The grey bar below, is listing the items
from the drop down menu under the page in which you are accessing. Here, the view is inside the 
“visit” group. Though it does not have a directional paths, the pages operate in a vertical parallax, with 
page-drop navigation for the secondary menu floating on the right. 

D. Nearby accommodations for hotel options to consider.
Staying in the Visit pages, the “directions and parking” button was scrolls the page including a link: to Google 
Maps searching directions with the museum address as the destination point, parking fees, and resources for 
local information. There are no great sources for where to stay near the museum (see Limitations D-01.)

 

 

C-02
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Limitations and Recommendations
A. Within the first task, 3 limitations occurred during this walkthrough.

A-01.)  Limitation: Secondary menus used deep into navigation, occasionally pages have more than one menu. 
Difficult to “go back”.  Recommendation: An example could be the use of a shopping cart as a place holder for the 
value while searching for the membership options.

A-02.) Limitation: Direct navigation to membership pricing from the ticket page, though membership is used as an 
exemption for special pricing. Recommendation: Utilize hyper links within the text to direct a user to membership 
information, rather than having to use the search menu header or “search” menu.

A-03.) Limitation: Secondary menus float often overlap text making the content difficult
to read. Recommendation: Making the page responsive would restructure the reaction of
the secondary menu in relation to the paragraphs. A more simple solution would be to 
narrow the paragraphs so it was no longer in the width of the secondary menu. 

B. Within the second task, 3 limitations occurred during this walkthrough.

B-01.)  Limitation: Repetitive information can become confusing and obstructive to a direct path toward the 
intended destination. Recommendation: Rather than reiterating the already used material, remove unnecessary 
options to streamline navigation. Loop direction, instead of reaching a dead end. 

B-02.)  Limitation: Calendar buttons were not active within reasonable bounds for hovering area. 
Recommendation: Include space within transparency of button image and an extended a few active pixels of 
padding around the button to allow grace for the user’s speed in clicking. 

B-03.)  Limitation: Inconsistent format in layout of information becomes confusing. 
The events page lists out events in a wide chubby box (See figure B-03.2) where in 
the exhibits page, they are thumbnails, much like found in the navigation menu 
(see image B-03.3 in Scenario B). Recommendation: Visual consistency will 
easily relay like information.

 

 

C. Within the third task, no limitations occurred during this walkthrough.

 

 

A-03

B-03.2
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D. Within the third task, one limitations occurred during this walkthrough.

D-01.)  Limitation: Locating the address and local hotel accommodations were difficult inside the Visit 
pages. The user must select the directions button and be directed to Google Maps in order to get the address.   
Recommendation: Easily provide a visible address directly in the area of the mapped surroundings. 

“Search” Functionality
Though the content is navigated primarily through the navigation bar header, the need 
for a search menu  still exists. Unfortunately, this one is built with weak results, often 
misinterpreted, lacking content, or descriptive links. See below screen-shots for examples.

 
 
 
 

Overview
Overall, the navigation is repetitive and creates difficulty for the user to read content due 
to layout and organizational issues. The hierarchy of information in presentation to the 
user refines the search, in this case, primarily to the targeted information. The stakeholders 
seem to sacrifice many opportunities to link aspects, such as memberships, as mentioned in 
the  With some modifications with consideration to the suggestions listed, the user should 
have a simple and informative online experience — which could motivate the Doe family to 
make an annual trip to see the Indiana State Museum!

EX-01

EX-02

When attempting to search: food allergies, address, 
and hotel accommodations, very little resources were 
provided. Many of the results were title Read Content 
which did not determine if the information was 
valuable or relevant. 
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